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The Eastern Cape province is concerned about its capacity to deal with the increasing number of coronavirus cases
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‘Doctors to improve in treating COVID-19 before a vaccine is developed’
17 June 2020, 12:38 PM  |  SABC Radio  |  @tshepimoche

Director of research development at the University of the Western Cape Professor Burtram Fielding says there is a
strong possibility that doctors will get better at treating and saving the lives of COVID-19 patients before a vaccine is
developed.
The Ministerial Advisory Committee on COVID-19 has advised that patients on ventilators may now receive a
corticosteroid as part of their treatment plan.
The corticosteroid contains dexamethasone,  which a trial treatment from the United Kingdom showed that when used
the fatality rate of mechanically ventilated patients could be cut by a third.
The number of deaths in the country now stands at 1 625 an increase of 57 new fatalities. The total number of
infections is 76 334.
Professor Fielding says the coronavirus is not the first lethal outbreak.

“Lots of research has gone into the outbreaks and we really need to look at studies done in those outbreaks and apply
what we have learnt there in this. This virus behaves differently and it’s a good starting point for using data from those
outbreaks. I’m very hopeful that these types of treatment will be validated in larger study groups and that they will
become more widely available.”

Below is a full podcast of the discussion with Professor Fielding:
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For all official information and updates regarding COVID-19, visit the South African Department of Health's website at www.sacoronavirus.co.za
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Professor of Infectious Diseases at UCT, Marc Mendelson, has on the other hand cautioned that the trial’s benefits do
not apply to those who have mild symptoms of COVID-19 but helps with severe cases only.

Great news

Meanwhile, the World Health Organisation (WHO) has hailed the initial clinical trial results as great news. The UN
health agency’s Director-General Dr Tedros Adhanom Ghebreyesus has congratulated the UK government, the
University of Oxford, and the many hospitals and patients in the UK who have contributed to “this life saving scientific
breakthrough.”

He says the WHO will co-ordinate a meta-analysis to increase understanding of this intervention. Ghebreyesus says
the WHO clinical guidance will be updated to reflect how and when the drug should be used in COVID-19.

The researchers have shared initial insights about the results of the trial with the organisation and say they are looking
forward to the full data analysis in the coming days.

“It is widely used and has been with us for quite a long time. It is trusted and it is used to help to reduce inflamation. It is
used in asthma, diabetes and all sorts of conditions where there’s an inflamatory process going on that you need to
calm that down,” says retired South African epidemiologist Jo Barnes, while explaining what the drug was used for
before the pandemic.

 

 

Dexamethasone drug could be a huge benefit for developing countries that have la
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